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A_STRACT

Because of the wide variety of rotor noise generation
mechanisms, such as transonic flow, wake interaction, flow

separation, turbulence-surface interactions, recirculation, etc., a
wide range of noise prediction methodologies need to be
developed in order to satisfactorily predict rotorcraft noise.
Satisfactory predictions are a prerequisite to developing noise
reduction strategies. However, the state-of-the-art has not yet
reached the stage where predictions can be made with acceptable
confidence for all mechanisms.

This paper briefly reviews romrcraft noise mechanisms and
their approximate imperumce for different types of rotorcraft in

different flight regimes. Discrete noise is due to periodic flow

disturbances and includes impulsive noise produced by
phenomena which occur during a limited segment of a blade's
rotation. Broadband noise results when rotors interact with

random disturbances, such as tla-bulence, which can originate in a
variety of sources. The status of analysis techniques for these

mechanisms will be reviewed. Also, some recent progress will be
presented on the understanding and analysis of tilt rotor aircraft
noise due to: (1) Recirculation and blockage effects of the rotor
flow in hover (2) Blade-vortex interactions in forward and

descending flight.

NOMENCLATURE

p = density

Co = undisutrbed sound speed

Q = mass source strength (mass/volume.time)
F i = force/volume (momentum/volume.time)

Tij = LighthiI1 stress tensor, puiu j + (p - Co2 p) 5ij - Oij

Oij = viscous stress tensor

Pij = P_j - Oij
R = I xi - x i' I = Co(t - t')

Map = tip Mach number

M_ = BVl trace Mach number

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The noise generated by helicopters and other rotorcraft is a
critical factor in the acceptability and economics of these
vehicles. Tilt rotor aircraft and helicopters both have high
potential for use as medium-range transports in areas where
airport terminal land is difficult to develop due to high population
density. In order to be successful in such areas rotorcraft must be
designed to be operable with acceptable noise impact on nearby
residents. Lowson (1992) describes current International Civil

Air Organization (ICAO) helicopter certification requirements,
and the present conservative approach adopted by manufacturers
to meet them. As will become evident, this conservative (and

hence non-optimal) approach stems from an inability to

accurately predict rotorcraft noise in all flight regimes.
There are a variety of noise sources associated with

rotorcraft, and their relative importance depends upon the

particular vehicle design and its operating conditions, as
summarized by Martin (1989). Indeed, a considerable reduction in
radiated noise is possible by careful choice of operating

conditions (George et al., 1989, Lowson, 1992). Rotorcraft
engines produce noise of various types which are not treated in

peper. This paper concerns the present state of muienumding
and prediction abilities for rotor noise generated by
aemdynLmics. Some earlier reviews of helicopter and rotor noise
are given by Hubbard et al. (1971), George (1978), White (1980).
Leverton (1989), Schmitz (1991) and Lowson (1992). Som'ces of
rotor noise include steady, periodic and random loads on the rotor
blades, as well as volume displacement and nonlinear
aerodynamic effects at high blade Mach numbers. Either main or

tail rotors can be dominant noise sources at various frequencies
and observer positions. Figure I presents a simplified overview
of rotor noise generation mechanisms.

Subjective response to conventional rotorcraft noise is

generally expressed in learns of perceived noise levels (PNdB) or a
weighted sound level (dBA, dBD) with modifications to account
for sound duration and tonal components (EPNdB). These
weighted sound metrics account for the fact that higher frequancies
are generally more annoying, as is intermittent or irregular noise
or pure tones. In addition, the external noise generated by an
aircraft usually propagates for some distance through the
atmosphere before reaching observers, thus undergoes fzequency-
dependent absorption, which effectively damps out some high

frequency noise components. Thus. for the flyover case, the
important range for annoyance tends to fall in the low to middIe
frequency range (100 - 2000 Hz). Of course for a rotorcrfft in

takeoff, approach, or near-ground hover flight, the source-

observer propagation distances can be much less, so that higher
frequency noise can conu'ibute significantly to armoyance in
these cases.

Figure 2 shows a typical helicopter noise specmun and
waveform and indicates some of the acoustic sources listed above

and shown diagrammatically in Figure I. Low frequency noise is

dominated by the main rotor with peaks at the blade passing
frequency, its t'trst few hm'monics, and at h-equencie_ between, due
to steady loads and ingested turbulence and disturbances. Tail
rotor and turbulence induced broadband noise occupy the mid-
frequency ranges. Lowson (1992) lists the approximate order of

importance of helicopter rotor noise sources as

I) high speed impulsive noise (when it occurs)
2) blade vortex interaction noise during maneuver or low speed
descent

3) turbulence induced noise
4) taft rotor noise
5) other main rotor discrete frequency noise

Lowson's ranking can be regarded as an appropriate acoustic
guideline for the design of new helicopters, and relates to the
present research emphasis in rotor acoustics.

In addition to the helicopter noise sources described above,
tilt rotor aircraft have several novel features which affect their

aeroacoustic characteristics (George et al., 1989). In various
flight modes the rotor and rotor-wake aerodynamics of these
vehicles are different from either helicopters or conventional
aircraft. During the operation of a tilt rotor aircraft, additional
degree of freedom, such as nacelle tilt, affect the rotor
aerodynamics and thus noise (George et al., 1989). Along with
operational degrees of freedom, tilt rotor aircraft have several
other interesting acoustic effects compared to helicopters: (1)



differentpathsof thetipvor_cuin thewake (2) higher disk
loading (3) phumg betweea algnal_ from the two mm (George
et aL, 1989) (4) variable oriontatiom of the mmri and naceUes
with respect to observers (5) effects of the wing-rotor wake flow
on the voter (6) blade loading diffegences due to high blade twist.
and (7) close passage of blade tips to the fuselage in airplane
mode.

With such a wide variety of acoustic sources, operating
conditions and vehicle configurations, it is not surprising that
rotor noise predictions cannot yet be made with satisfactory
confidence. Nevertheless, significant progress hat been made.

The next section briefly reviews aeroacoustic theory and

computational methods. Next, a review of rotor noise
mechanisms will be given, emphasizing recent progress. This is
followed by a section on some recent progress on the
undersumding and prediction of tilt rotor noise. Finally, a brief
discussionon noise reduction techniques will be presented.

Figure 1. Basic mechanisms of rotor noise generation (from
Lowson` 1992).

2.0 AEROACOUSTIC NOISE THEORY

To understand the mechanisms which lead to acoustic

radiation from rotors,consider Lighthill's acousticanalogy.
formulation mampuiates the exact equations of fluid mechanics
into a conceptually simple form. Beginning from the equations of
mass and momentum conservation, but allowing for mass sources
and applied forces in the fluid. Lighthill (1952) showed that these

equations could be put in the form of a wave equation on the left
side with all other terms on the right side:

_t 2 " "_ _xi 2 = _t " _x--'_t+ _xi_xj
(1)

IAghthilrs contribution was the simplifying concept of
considering the righthand side of this equation as known source

terms. In fact, these terms are rmmly known exactly, but can often

be satisfactorily estimated. The acoustic analogy provides a
major simplification by separating the problems of aerodynamics
and acoustics. If the right hand side is written as a known
function g(xi,t) then the inhomogeneous wave equation (I) can be

simply solved for the radiated sound. The actual effects of fluid
motion and solid boundaries in the generation and propagation of
sound are modeled by sources in an undisturbed fluid. In this

formulation we consider the moving rotor blades and their
associated flow fields as being comprised of (i) moving sources

and sinks (Q) to model the motion of the rotor blade volumes. (ii)

moving forces (Fi) to model the motion of the forces between the

blades and the fluid, and (iii) a moving Tij distribution which

accounts for nonlinear flow effects. Tij can include such effects u
turbulence, compressible flow and shock wave effects, non-
isenrropic effects and viscous flow effects. When using

Lighthilrs analogy in the form of equation (I) the various source
and force terms are generally assumed to act as point sources or to

be distributed over the blade mean rotational plane, or the mean

helical surface swept out by the rotor or propeller motion. If a
more complete repruentetion of moving bodies is desired, it is
gener_y better to work with the Ffowc_ Williamm and Hawkings
(1969) form of the IAghthill equation. Either equation (1) or the
Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings equation can be written as an

inhomogeneous wave equation of the form

$20 2 _2p g(xi.t)
" co _xi 2 =

(2)

whose formal solutioncan be written as

I
P'Po = _ ;Hd3xi ' Idr' g(xi"t')

4_c o

t.)_(t-_-

R
(3)

Using the properties of the delta function this may be written
either in terms of retarded times

g(xi'.t - c_o)1
P'Po = _ I[I d3xi' R (4)

4_._ o

or itcan be expressed in terms of an integralover past times of

contributions on a contracting spherical surface fl of radiusR,

implying thatg isevaluatedon thissurfacexi'(t').Then

l Sdc _[d2n g(xi'(t'),t')P "Po - 2 R (5)

4rtco

From this form. it is easy to see how the diffenmt terms in the
fight hand side of (1) contribute to the far-fieki sound.

Stationary sources clearly contribute only ff unsteady. Also,

the force term (F i in equation (1)) is differentiated in the xi

direction. Thus the variation of the force components in their own
respective directions contribute to sound. Finally, the last of the
three terms on the right side of the Lighthill equation is the

derivative of Tij, where Tij = puiu j + (p - Co2 p) 8ij - Oij.The terms

in Tij are, respectively, nonlinear flow contributions, non-
isentropic effects and viscous stress effects. Again, the

contributions are important only if the Tij components in the
observer's direction vary significantly due to either blade rotation

or unsteadiness during the passage of time of the t'l surface

through the disturbed flow region. In allcases, as the body moves

with a relative velocity closer to the speed of sound towards the

observer, the G surface will spend more and more time passing

through the body, allowing more time for each term on the right

side of the IAghthill equation to vary due to the ensmng blade
motion, and hence contribute to acoustic radiation.

Several rotorcraft noise prediction progranm have been
developed based on the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawking's equation.
This includes NASA's WOPWOP code (Brenmer. 1986) and the

U.S. Army's RAPP (Gallman, 1990). These programs model rotor

blade thickness noise with non-compact monopoles and local

blade surface pressure with distributed dipoles. Dunn and Farassat
(1990) have shown that by re-formulating the Ffowcs-Williams
and Hawkings equation (Ferassat's formulation 3). thickness

noise for transonic propellers can be calculated more accurately
and efficiently. This modified analysis can be extended to other
sources of rotor/propeller noise-as well. Recently. the effect of

quadrupole shock noise has been added to WOPWOP (Farusat et
al. 1991. Tadghighi et al., 1991) to improve noise predictionat
high tip speeds. NASA Langley has also developed a full system
romrcrah noise/performance prediction code (ROTONET) to allow

the incorporation of the best available noise control and

evaluation technology into new helicopter designs (Weir and



Golub. 1989). An overall review of current rotor noise prediction
slams is documented in Brenmer and Faraasat (1992).
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Figure 2. Typical helicopter noise spectrum (from Schmitz,
1991).

3.0 ROTOR NOISE MECHANISMS

This section reviews rotor noise mechanisms, emphasizing
recent progress. For convenience, the mechanisms have been
separated into three categories: (I) blade volume (thickness) (2)
blade loading (3) quadrupole noise. This classification
corresponds to the three source terms in Lighthill's
inhomogeneous wave equation, equation (I). A fairly inclusive
table of the noise sources and their mechanisms are shown below.

Noise Mechanism Modeling
Discrete Blade Vohune Thickness

Blade Steady Forces Loading
Blade Periodic Forces Loadin_

BVI ImpuLsive Subsonic BVI Loading
Transonic BVI with Lo_ng mad

Shocks Quadruvole

Broo_bcmd SeiLGenerated Turbulence Loading

(Trailing Edge Noise)
Vortex Shedding Loading

Inflow Turbulence Loading

Mean Flow Turbulence Quadruple

ltigh-Speed "Compressibility" Quadrupole
lmoulsive (HSI) Shocks

3.1 Noise due to Blade Volume

Blade thickness (or volume) causes far-field noise because of

the difference in retarded time of pressure fluctuations due to the

motion of the blade volume. The first analysis of thickness
effects on rotating radiated sound was made by Deming (1938).
His analysis is essentially complete for a simple stationary
propeller with symmetric blades, but includes some rough
approximations regarding blade profile shapes. Classical
acoustical treatment of moving bodies generally dismissed the

importance of thickness noise. However this was found not to be

the case for high speed rotors where volume displacement effects

begin to dominate. More sophisticated analyses for the high
speed case were reported by Hawkings and Lowson (1974), and
Farassat (1975) using non-compact monopoie terms to represent
thickness and distributed dipoles to represent localized pressures.

These analyses alone agree fairly well with non-lifting blade
experiments, although some discrepancies are apparent,
particularly for high advancing blade Math numbers.

3.2 Noise due to Blade Forces

In this section, the present state of knowledge regarding
noise generated by blade loading will be reviewed. Steady,

- : _ O_j-._

periodic and random blade forces can all contribute to rotor noise.
The re_uhing noise can either be impulsive or broadband.

3.2.1 Steady Forces

The radiation due to steady thrust (lift) and torque (drag)

forces was t-u-st analyzed by Gutin (1936). He modeled the forces
as constant but moving point dipole acoustic sources, and the
resulting discrete spectrum decays very rapidly with frequency.
Gutm's theory alone predicts the first few harmonics of the rotor
noise correctly but severely underestimates the measured higher

frequency harmonics, especially for low tip speeds. Clearly, this
theory is not adequate for helicopters where the main rotor
fundamental frequency is on the order of 15 Hertz. implying that
only the higher harmonics are important for annoyance and
audibility.

3.2.2 Periodic Blade Loadings - Rotational Noise

The problem with the Gutin theory was resolved considerably

later when Lowson and Ollerhead (1969) and Wright (1969)
analyzed the radiation due to azimuthal variations in blade loading
which are steady in time. They found that the higher harmonics of
the blade loading spectrum are extremely important to high
frequency discrete spectrum rotational noise. In fact at high

frequencies the sound from even very small amplitude loading
harmonics dominates that due to the steady loading analyzed by
Gutin. Although these analyses related the high lun'monics in the
noise spectra to high frequency blade loading harmonics, they did

not explain the origin of all the measured or inferred high
frequency loading harmonics. For lower order loading harmonics
one can invoke forward flight, fuselage effects, cyclic blade
motions, and cyclic blade incidence changes, but it is generally
necessary to use experimental or empirical high frequency loading
laws to get agreement with experiment. In addition, measured
spectra show a peak-valley rather than a line structure implying
random rather than periodic Ioadings.

For some helicopters, tail rotor rotational noise can be more

hnpormnt than main rotor noise in certain pans of the specmun.
This is typically from 100 to 500 hertz, a range which is very
imlxn'tant to audibility and annoyance. Tail rotors tend to produce
a large number of rotational harmonics as their inflow is
generally quite non.uniform due to ingestion of the main rotor
wake and the influence of the nearby tail boom or pylon on the
flow. However, reduction in tip speed is quite useful in reducing
this radiation.

3.2.3 Blade-Vortex Interactions (BVI)

It is known that blade-vortex interaction (BVI) noise is one
of the most important sources of rotor radiated noise. Intense BVI
noise occurs mostly during flight maneuvers and low power
descent. BVI noise is the result of rapid load variations caused by
a rotor blade (main or tail rotor) passing at close proximity to or
through a tip vortex trailing from the same or another blade.
These rapid pressure fluctuations can be considered as dipole
sources which radiate acoustic energy, the strength of which is
dependent upon the unsteady lift fluctuation on the blade when the
blade approaches an isolated vortex. Such interactions produce

annoying "blade-slapping" noises in the mid frequencies and are

highly directional'. The strength of BVI noise is governed by the
local tip vortex strength, tip vortex core size, local interaction

angle of the blade and vortex line, and the separation distance
between the vortex and the blade. Theoretical analyses of the
basic aeroacoustic interaction between a blade and vortex have

been can-ted out by Widnall (19713 and Filotas (1973), assuming
classical attached flow response of the blade to the additional
velocity of the inviscid vortex model. The nature of main rotor

BVI disturbances has been investigated experimentally by Cox
(1977), Tangier (1977) and Martin et al. (1990). Lee (1985)

studied the effect of a turbulent viscous core on the unsteady blade
loading. Expertments conducted on the BO-105 helicopter model



by Martin et al. (1988) have indicated the importance of
reueating side BVIs, in addition m the advancing side BVIs. More
recent BVI studies have focused on assessing the helicopter's
operating conditions, such as the rotor's advance ratio and tip-
path-plane angle (Burley and Martin. 1988, Splettstoesser et al..

1990) on the amplitude and directionality of BVI nohe. However,
due to the complexity of the trtiJing tip vortex geometry and of

the blade's actual response, we are far from being able to predict
this noise a priori for given helicopter operating conditions.

The success of BVI noise prediction is dependent upon the

understmuiing of the helicopter's aerodymmucs in the near and far
wake. A realistic rotor wake model is comprised of the blades'
bound circulation, trailing helical vorticity (due to radially
changing blade loadings) and dw.d vorticity (due to azimuthally
changing blade loading); these are constantly interacting with
each other and inducing downwash in the rotor's distorted flow

field. Experiments have shown that the near-wake rolk up rapidly
upon leaving the blade to form a concentrated vortex similar to a
lifting wing in forward flight (Ghee and Elliot, 1992). It has been
a general consensus that a rigid wake model is inadequaus for BVI
noise predictions. The currmu state of technology in rotor wakz
evaluation uses experimental data and empirical formulations to
form prescribed wake models (Egolf and Langrebe, 1983,
Baddoes, 1985). These prescribed wake models are generally
better st capun_g the wake characteristics but tend to be rotor-
specific. With the advent of fester and more efficient compomn,
free wake calculations have been attempted by Sadler (1971),

Scully (1975), Johnson (1981) and Bliss (1989), but are highly
complex and time consuming to develop.

Computational fluid dynamics calculations have been
recently applied to help address BVI noise predictions. Most of
the cases studied involve a rotor airfoil encountering a free vortex
in two-di_onal unsteady flow (George and Chang, 1984, Rai,
1987, Sirinivasan and McCroskey, 1987). Numerical
computations are also performed based on the unsteady three-
dimensional full potential equation by Hassan and Charles

(1989), with wake geometry supplied by CAMRAD (Johnson.
1981). Results to date have indicated that linearized small-
disuubance simulations of the two-dimensional BVI problem do
not adequately represent the aerodynanuc near-field. Nonlinear
effects must be introduced for better BVI noise predictions.

Another source of BVI noise comes from the interaction

between the main rotor wake and the tail rotor blades. Studies

developed by Levermn (1982) and George et al. (1986) modeled

the phenomenon on the assumption of a flat blade chopping
through a skewed vortex filament generated by the main rotor.
Again, the validity of these predictions rely heavily on the details

of the approaching wake as in the case of the main rotor's BVI. In
addition, the tail rotor flow field is further complicated by
separated flows (Tadghighi. 1989) from the fuselage, fin,
engines, etc. Designs to minimize this noise source have focused
on positioning the tail rotor in as clean a flow as possible under
all flight conditions. A revolutionary concept is to remove the
taft rotor completely and replace it with small jet reaction and
aerodynamic control, such as the one on the McDonnell Douglas's
NOTAR helicopter.

3.2.4 Stall & Shock Effects in BVI

It has also been recognized that during blade vortex

interactionsother effects can occur m addition to the loading

variationsdue to classicalsubsonic attached flow. Unsteady stall

can be caused by local flow incidence changes, and shock wave

formation can be caused by increased flow velocity (Tangier.

1977). It isreasoned thatthe interactingvortex induced stallon

the blade,usually on the retreatingside,which in turn generated

high frequency vortex shedding. On the other hand, shock waves

are usually formed on the advancing side during high speed

motion. This phenomena, typicallyknown as transonic BVI,

gives drasticallydifferentIoadings than found from classical

analyses and also exhibit considerably more rapid changes in

loading. Such rapid time variations in loading generate strong

acoustic radiation especially when the advancing tip Mach

number of the rotor approaches transonic values. McCroskey and
Goorjian (1983) and George and Chang (1984) have analyzed

unsteady, transonic, two-dimensional interaction flow fields
using a numerical, small-disturbance approach, including the
introduction of finite core size vortices which are convected by
the local disun'bed fow. Sirinivesan et aL (1985) also studied this
flow nsmg a numerical thin-layer Navier-Stokes approach. More

recent studies by Obermeier (1991) and Lent et al. (1990) have
suggested three separate sources of shock radiation. The first is a
"compressibiLity" shock at the leading edge which is formed as
the vortex passes beneath the rotor blade. Generation of noise due
to "compressibility"shock is directly related to the unsteady
thickness noise radiation by the rotor. The second is a shock

which can be caused by separation from the blade at sufficiently
large induced angle of attack. The third source of shock radiation
is the "transonic" shock formed on the underside of the blade due

to the presence of local supersonic flow. Reseaur..hby Tijdeman
(1977), George and Chang (1984) and Lyrintzis and George
(1989) have showed that for supersonic flow conditions, shocks
formed from vortex interactionwill be released from the blade

sm'face and propagate into the mid-field. Lyrimzis and George
(1989) also showed that the strength of the shocbt formed is

related to the thickne_ of the nose of the airfoil. More recently,
studiesby Lyrintzis and Xue (1991) on unsteady shock motions

have illustrated the effects of fluctuating lift and drag coefficients
on tran,umic BVI noise direotivity.For allof these factors, as in
the basic blade-vortex interaction, the best noise control

technique undoubtedly lies in trying to devise a way to eliminate

the close passage of the blade and a concentrated vortex rather
than in changes which would only affect the details of the

aeroacoustic interaction. However, studies indicatethat ensuring
the local velocity on the blade (including vortex induced
velocities) remains subsonic reduces high speed impoisive BVI
noise substantially (Lowson. 1976).

3.2.5 Radiation Due to Vortex Streets & Related
Phenomena

Any fluctuating forces on a body give rise to round radiation.
One of the tint such mechamarns identified wag the von Kirnuin

vortex street phenomenon which occurs downs_m of circular
cylinders and other bluff bodies in certain Reynolds number
ranges. Although rotor blades are generally streamlined in shape,
load fluctuations associated with nearly periodic vortex shedding
can occur. The nearly periodic nature of the fl_ gives rise
to high frequency broadband noise, which is most severe in the
case of blunt trailing edges, as shown by Brooks and Schlinker
(1983). for example. However. thi_ source occt_ only when the
boundary layer on at least one side of the airfoil is laminar
(Paterson et al.. 1973).

3.2.6 Self-Generated Turbulent Loading

Random blade loadings can be generated by the interaction

between a rotor blade and the turbulence generated by that blade's

own motion, and occur primarily at the blade's trailing edge. The
acoustic radiation caused by these interactions is called seLf-
noise. The most obvious example is the turbulent boundary layer

on the blade surface. Turbulence passing over an infinite flat
surface is a relatively weak sound source, but when turbulent
eddies pass over the trailing edge of the blade, somewhat more

sound is radiated. Various analyses, by Ffowcs-Wllliams and Hall
(1970), Chase (1972), Jones (1972), Tam and Yu (1975), Amiet
(1976) and Kim and George (1982). differ on items such as
whether to apply the Kuua condition and its importance, and on
the locations, convection speeds and types of multipole sources.

According to these analyses,turbulent boundary layernoise is

oftenimportant compared to incidentturbulencenoise,which will
be discussed in the next section. Kim and George (1982) and

Brooks et al. (1989) also demonstrate that self noise can

dominate the rotor acousuc spectra in the mid and high



frequencies, in the absence of other sources. The relative
knporumce of inflow versus boundary layer turbulence is related
to different intensities and length scales characterizing the

phenomena.
Other stir-noise sources include turbulence in locally stalled

regions (Paterson et al., 1975), tip flow effects (Lowson, 1973,
Hoffmen et al., 1971), and vortex shedding, as described above.
Brooks and Schlinker (1983) review these acoustic sources. In
hover, the tip trailing vortex can move upward behind a blade and
even pass over the following blade before being swept downward

in the rotor wake (Lovenon, 1971). The resulting flow incidence
changes can cause local blade sudl. The effect of local s_/on
acoustic radiation was studied experimentally for the steady

interaction between a stationary blade and an incident trailing
vortex by Paterson et al. (1975). However, it is likely that this
source is not as important in the forward flight helicopter case
where the unsteady stall effects on overall blade forces would

probably overshadow the noise associated with any unsteady
separated flow.

Noise due m turbulence in blade tip flows can be imperumt at
high frequencies as shown by George et al. (1980). Blade tip

shapes also affect tip vortex formation, and the resulting trailing

edge noise is affect_i by tip shape modifications.

3.2.7 Noise Due to Turbulent Inflow

An impunam source of the random part of rotor noise is the
flucmmng loading associated with ambient inflow turbulence.

Turbulent upwash fluctuations lead to unsteady load fluctuations
which radiate sound. Lower frequencies are generated by
interactions with larger scale turbulent eddies, and higher

frequencies by interaction with smaller eddies. As the larger eddies
take a substantial time to be convecmd through the rotor, the

blades interact a number of times with a large eddy leading to a
peaked but continuous low frequency part of the specmu-m The
incident turbulence may be due to wake re-circulation for

helicopters near the ground, ambient atmospheric turbulence, or
pa._age through the turbulent wake of the same or other blades.
Also, tail rotors can ingest the turbulent wake of the main rotor
causing additional random tail rotor loading and radiation of

broadband noise. Signor et al. (1992) experimentally investigate
turbulence ingestion for a full scale tail rotor.

Ingested atmospheric turbulence can make a significant
contribution to non-impulsive helicopter rotor noise and has
been analyzed for isotropic incident turbulence by Homicz and

George (1974). Amiet (1977), and George and Kim (1977). The

predicted spectra are close to measured hover results although
slightly low. possibly due to the neglect of the anisotropiciw of
the distorted flow. Anisotropic inflow has been experimentally
demonstrated by Hanson (1975) for compressor inlets and Pegg et

al. (1977) have measured the corresponding reduction of radiated
sound for propellers in forward flight. There is still a need for
experiments on rotor-turbulence interaction where turbulent flow
properties and acoustic data are simulumeously measured.

Simonich et al. (1990) combine several models to describe
the fluid mechanics of atmospheric turbulence and the rotor

ingestion process. In their method, initially isotropic and
locally stationary and homogeneous atmospheric turbulence is

distorted by streamline curvature and stream-tube contraction, so
the turbulence which arrives at the rotor disk is amsotropic. The
turbulence distortions are tracked using rapid distortion theory. A
rotor acoustic model end noise predictions based on this technique

are presented by Amiet et al. (1990) in a companion paper.
Brooks et al. (1989) identify blade-wake interaction (BWI) as

an important rowr broadband noise source, which is due to the

ingestion of turbulent portions of the wakes of preceding blades.
This source can dominate the mid frequencies of noise spectra
during the approach stage of a rotorcraft flyover when BVI noise
is not intense. Glegg and Devenport (1991) experimentally study
a turbulenttipvortex, and incorporatetheirresultsin a turbulence

model to predictBWI noise.

- :_._

3.3 Noise due to TII Terms

The Lighthlllstressterm Tij, which is often loosely caLled

the quadrupole term, contains quite a few differentmechanisms
including nonlinear effects, non-isenu'opic effects and turbulence.

quadrupole term effect on rotor noise has not been

extensively studied until recently. There are several causes for

changes in Tij which will contribute to far-field sound. First,

analogous to the blade volume case, the geometry (location) of
the blade and associated flow field chmge during the integration

of equation (5).This effectmight be present even if Tij were
constant in blade-t-Lxed coordinates. Calculations of thiseffect

would involve the same sort of complicated geometrical

computation as in the blade volume case discussed previously.A

second effect is the time variation of Tij in blade-fixed

coordinates due to the changing flow field over a rotor blade in
forward flight where the relative velocity over the blade can vary
cyclically from Mach numbers of say 0.5 to 0.9. As the blade
passes in md out of supercritical flow conditions substantial flow

changes such as the formation and decay of shocks occur

(Tijdemen, 1977). A third cause of Tij variationscan be flow

changes due to the passage of a blade near or through a trailing

vortex. Tangler (1977) has shown that this passage can lead to
rapid and substantial flow changes and shock formation.

The PUiU j term in Lighthilrs stress umsor can be fm'thar .

decomposed by substitutingui= Ui+ v i, where U i is the mean but

possible unsteady flow and v i is associated with unbulence. Then

PUiUj becomes PUiU j + P(Uiv j + Ujvi) + Pviv j. The last term
represents the quadrupule source effects due to turbulence while the
second term originatesin the interactionbetween the mean flow

and turbulent velocities. _ second term is only impormu for
transonic blade speeds and it seems unlikely to be as impemm as
non-turbulenteffects for high tip speed helicopter rotors.

The unsteady mean flow effect seems to be important for

helicopter rotors. This PUiU j term and the (p - Co2p) also in Tij
include what are traditionally thought of as tramonic flow effects
such as shock waves and high local flow velocities. Kitaplioglu
and George (1977) first considered the far-field radiation from a
model of instenumeous shock formation and disappearence. Their

order of magnitude estL-nate_s showed that for insumumeom flow
changes the steep gradients associated with shock waves are more

important than the more gradue/ flow gradients elsewhere on the
blade. But if T_-ne variations are more gradual, overall changes in

Tij are important regardless of whether they occur in thin or
discontinuous regions, such as shocks, or whether they are spread
out in the flow around the blade. Schmitz and Yu (1979)
discovered that acoustic disturbances accumulate to form a local

shock on the blade surface which eventueUy becomes a rad/a_g
shock wave as the advancing tip Math number increases. This
"shock deloca_zation" process can be successfully modeled with

the inclusion of quadrupole terms (Splettsu_-,uer et al., 1983 and
$chtmm and Yu, 1996). Farassat and Succi (1983) highlighted the
need to include these shock formation and quadrupole noise effects
for thickness noise calculations at high tip Mach number. More

recently, Farassat (1987) showed thatL/ghd_fil/'s quadrupole terra

can be effectively decomposed into a pure quadrupole term, a blade

surface term, a shock surface wrm and a Wailingedge term. Away
from the boundary layers, wakes and vortices, the pure quadrupole
sources are very inefficient noise generators and their basic
function is to correct for variation in sound speed near the blade
and the f'mite fluid particle velocity there. The blade surface and
shock terms act effectively as dipole sources, while the trailing

edge term is more appropriately modeled as a monopole term.
These results are part of the work actively being purraed on high-

speed impulsive (HSI) noise research and is summarized in

Schmitz (1991).
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4.0 RECENT PROGRESS IN TILT ROTOR NOISE

This section will report some recent progress made at Cornell

University in understanding and predicting two important tilt
rotor noise mechanisms. The tilt rotor fountain effect will be
covered in Section 4.1, then blade-vortex interaction noise is
addressed in Section 4.2.

4.1 Tilt Rotor Fountain Effect

During the operation of a tilt rotor aircraft in hover, the

presence of the wing and fuselage beneath the rotor affects the
aerodynamics by introducing complex unsteady reeirculating
flows. Figure 3 shows a schematic sketch of the resulting flow.

The wing and fuselage provide a partial ground plane which causes
an inboard-bound spanwise flow over the wing and fuselage
surface. At the aircraft's longitudinal plane of symmetry, the

opposing flows collide, producing an unsteady "founuun flow"

with upward velocity components. This founuun flow is then re-
ingested by the rotors. The interaction of the rotors with these

complex flows results in significant noise radiation. To predict
such noise, the recirculating flows must be understood, and then
approprmtely modeled.

There is ongoing research at Comell to understand and

predict the flow field and noise of a tilt rotor in hover. This work
is a blend of computation and experiment. Our experimental
approach involves flow visualization and hot wire anemomewy to

help understand and model features of the recirculating fountain
flow, and acoustic measurements to help understand the influence
of these effects on rotor noise radiation. In addition, the acoustic

prediction program WOPWOP ks used to compute the noise
radiated from these sources. Some recent progress in this research
will be discussed in the followingthreesections.

and power commerclal two-bladed model airplane propellers. The

model rotor speeds are matched using a stroboscope. While
different propellers can be used on the model the ones chosen for

all the results discussed here operaw., at a thrust coefficient, C T =

T/pAVtip 2, of about 0.005, a powercoefficient, Cp = P/oAVtip 3,

of about 0.0006, and a figure of merit, M = T3/2/(2pA)I/2 P, of

approximately 0.4. These values are near the low end of full-scale
tih rotor aircraft (Felker et al., 1986). The model blade twist,

chord and thickness distributions are similar to the original and
ATB XV-15 rotors, except for the unusual thickness distribution

of the ATB blade. The model rotor plane is at a waled altitude of
19.9 m. Also, the model body is bolted to an adjustable stand

which allows different rotor plane/wing clurance=, and the body
can be tilted to simulate tilt-rotor flight for small nacelle angles.
The wing flaps and flaperons are fully adjustable.

Figure 3. Flow field of a tih rotor in hover showing recirculating
fountain flow.

4.1.1 Model Dimensional Analysis

Some characteristics of full-scale` and nearly full-scale,tilt

rotor hover aerodynamics have been studied experimentally by

Felkeret al.(1986), Felker and Light (1988),and Felker (1992).

Also, resultsfrom smaller-scalemodels have been reported by
Norman and Light (1987), McVeigh et al.(1990), and Coffen et

al. (1991). There are several advantages to the small-scale model

approach to this problem, including low cost, ease of
instrumentation, and ease of testing aircraft configuration

changes. In addition, most large scale tests have used a single

rotor and wing combination, invoking a symmetry assumption
along the aircraft's longitudinal plane. While this boundary.

condition is nearly correct for time-averaged measurements, it

does not simulate the three-dimensional, unsteady aspects of the
fountain flow. which are important to noise radiation. These
features are best studied on a model which includes both rotors. In

particular, to assess the aeroacoustic effects of configuration

changes, an image-plane model should not be used.

Figure 4 shows Cornell's 0.08 scale model of the XV-15.

Two uncoupled elecunc motors are rigidly bolted to steel frames.

Figure 4. Cornell's0.08 scalemodel of the X'V-15 inhover.

Table 1 lists some data associated with this model and the

full. scale aircraft. The blade tip Mach number and Reynolds

number based on Vti p are not modeled correctly, but the advance

ratio based on mean momentum inflow velocity, and blade
solidity are nearly correct in the model scale. For the full-scale`
Vmean has been estimated from simple momentum theory,

debiting 10% for losses, while Vmean for the model has been
measured by Coffen (1992). Mismatching the tip Mach number
affects the acoustic measurements, but it can be approximately

accounted for, as discussed below. Also, errorsin Mti p. Rtip and
details of the blade geomeme distribution are expected to be of
secondary importance to the fluid mechanics of the redrculating
fountain flow. Finally, the Reynolds number based on Vmean is

also too low in the model. However. this should have little or no

effect on the large-scale turbulence structures which are the

prominent feature of the recirculating flow, as will be shown
below.

Having established that the model aerodynamics are a good
approximation to full-scale` it is necessary to determine length.

frequency and velocity scales to relate the model and prototype
behavior. Research on twin jet impingement, for example by
Miller and Wilson (1993), shows that the important parameters
governing these flows are jet radius, jet spacing, clearance from

the ground plane, and jet momentum. Although the twin

downwash flows induced by a hovering tilt rotor are at much
smaller spacings and ground clearances, these results can be used

to deduce that the most important parameters governing the

fountain flow are geometric similarity and mean inflow velocity.

The model is 1/12.5 scale, so d m = dp/12.5, where d is a
characteristic length (rotor diameter), and the subscripts m and p

refer to model and prototype, respectively. Also, using mean

momentum inflow velocity, the velocity scale from Table I is

V m = Vp/3.3. Therefore, to satisfy Sa'ouhal similarity, fmdm/Vm



= fpdp/Vp,the f quencysc- e is fm= 3.8fp. The model
passing frequency matches this requirement well, as shown in
Table 1.

Along with Reynolds number, the $lrouhal number is the
most likely similitude parameter characterizing the fountain flow.
The Froude number is net expected to be important since there are
no free surface or gravitational effects. Also Mach number is not
important since the full-scale fountain flow is subsonic. Thus,
from this simple analysis, hot wire spectra measured in the
fountain flow of the model can be approximated to prototype by
dividing frequencies by 3.8, and multiplying velocities by about
3.3.

Tip Mach number, Mtip

Blade solidity

Rtip= Vtip* d/v

Rrnean= Vmean* d/v
Mean advance rano

[Vme (f* d)]
B!_ d_arneter, d

Blade ?ns_n_ freq., f

Mean inflow vel.. Vrq_slq

t. gthscale` --
Inflowvelocity scale

Ivan,v]
Frequencyscale,[f_/f_] --

XV-15 Prototype Comen Model!
0.69 0.33
0.66 (ATB)

0.089 0.071

0.103 (ATB)
1.2x I08 4.4x 106

8.6 x t06 2.1 x t05

0.074 - 0.079

7.62 meters

28.3-30.2Hz

17 rr_s

0.073

0.6I0 meters

115 Hz

5.1 rnjs

1112.5

113.3

3.8

Table 1. Comparison of
governing the aerodynamics
hover.

model and full-scale parameters
and ae_ro-coustics of a tilt rotor in

4.1.2 Experimental Tilt Rotor Hover Aerodynamic
Studies

Previous hot wire measurements on the model have been
reported by Coffen et al. (1991) and George et al. (1992). Mean
and rms velocities measured above the rotor plane clearly showed
an inflow velocity defect over the wings, and higher turbulence
levels in the fountain reingestion zone. Both of these effects are
known to contribute to noise radiation: the velocity defect causes
the rotor blades to experience a rapid angle of attack change as
they enter and leave this region, and the high tm'bulence produces
unsteady blade pressures. Also, flow visualization using
neutrally-buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles clearly
demonstrated the existence and unsteadiness of the fountain flow.
The fountain height was estimated to be approximately d/4,and
only the largest scale eddies were r_ated to the full fountain
height. Another important feature identified by this work was the
apparent side-tc-side shifting of the stagnation area on the model
wing upper surface.

Our recent studieshave con_f'turnedthisunsteadinessin the
stagnationzone. Hot wiresimmersed inthe fountainflow below
the rotor plane show thatmost of the veloci W fluctuationsoccur
at low frequencies. Low frequency, large-scale turbulence
structures are expected in such impingement flows (Kohlman,
1987). TSI single component hot wires were used, along with a
TSI Model 1050 Constant Temperature Anemometer, and a
Hewlett Packard 3582A Spectrum Analyzer. To measure
coherences in the recirculating flow, two hot wires were
positioned under the rotor plane at variousheights and separation
distances.The probeswere positionedsymmemcally about the
moders longitudinal axis. along the llne joining the two rotor
axes. Coherences of approximately 0.5 to 0.7 were measured
between the probes at theselocations,atfrequencies of about 1.0
Hz, as shown in Figure 5, for example. Sixty-four sampie
averages were used to generate the specumm and coherenceplots

in th_ flg_e. The probes were loc_ at the locations shown on
the schematic view of the model 25 nun above the wing surface,
with the sensor wires oriented perpendicular to the plane TRNR.
To measure such a large coherence at this relatively large probe
separation of 178 mm emphasizes the fact that the re,circulating
flow is composed of regular, large-scale structures,

To investigate this semi-coherent low frequency velocity
fluctuation further, a number of 0.12 nun diameter silk threads
were attached in a grid to the upper surface of the model wing in
the fountain recirculation area. Preliminary results reveal an
occasional large-scale side-to-side shifting of the stagnation
zone. Also, the lateral velocity is rarely zero along the model
longitudinal axis, but continually changes sign as evidenced by
the tufts fl,_pping regularly from one side to the other.
provides further evidence that the dynamics of the recir_ilazing
fountain flow cmmot be captured using a symmetry plane
assumption.
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Figure 5. Hot wire amplitude spectrum and coherence of the low
frequency velocity fluctuations in the model's recirculating
fountain flow.

4.1.3 Experimental Tilt Rotor Hover Acoustic
Studies

Acoustic waveforms and time-averaged spectra were also
measured from the model. To approximate a free field, the
experiments were conducted in the evening in an empty parking
lot. The model and microphone were located at least 36 m from
the nearest building, so that reflected acoustic waves were much
smaller in amplitude than incident waves. A 1/2" General Radio
random incidence electret condenser microphone was used along
with a windscreen. The microphone wasplaced on the ground, and
was calibrated with a pistonphone before each experiment.

Again, to relate the model experimental results to prototype,
scaling laws need to be established. The frequency scale is
known. To estimate the acoustic pressure scale,use ismade of
Farassat's formulation (1A) (Brenmer, 1986). For far field

loadingnoise,

4x p(J,t) = c r (1 - Mr)2Jret ds (6)
f=0

where the integrauon is performed over the blade surface, def'med
by the function f=0. Also, r is the source-observer propagauon
distance, Mr the blade element Mach number in the observer



direction, and I i is the time derivadve of the force per unit area on

the fluid. By the Mean Value Theorem. equation (6) cart be
replaced by the mean value of the in_grlmd multiplied by the total
blade surface area. Since estimating the mean value is very
difficult, instead the imegrand is replaced by characteristic values,

and the ratio Pp/Pm is considered:

Pm= t,l-M,ipp) t3m)
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Figure 6. Comparison of (a) scaled -model acoustic spectrum
(present research), and (b) full-scale XV-15 acoustic spectrum
(from Conner and Wellman, 1991).

As an example. Figure 6 compares a scaled-model and full-
scale acoustic specumm. This case is for r = 218 ra, directly to the

rear of the alrcrtft, approximately 7 degrees below the rotor disk
plane. Equation (7) estimates a model correction of +35 dB for
both the fountain turbulence and velocity-defect noise

mechanisms, which is close to the correction applied in Figure 6
of +30 dB. The +30 dB correction was established by matching

the amplitudes of the blade passing frequency. The differance

between the estimated and actual specwam correction is relatively
small considering the level of approximation in equation (7), and
the fact that full-u:ale and model-scale experimental uncertainty is
on the order of ±1.5 dB (Conner and Wellman. 1991). Applying a
sinular analysis as used to derive equmion (7), the corrections for
atmospheric turbulence ingestion and thickness noise are

approximately +46 and +36 dB. respectively, for this case. Thus.
the model tends to amplify the two aeroaconstic sources related to
the founLlin effect, which is favorable since these are the effects
being studied.

There are some differences in the spectra shown in Figure 6,
for instance the scaled-model levels are higher for frequencies
larger than about 800 Hz. Also. the peak-valley separation of the

scaled-model spectrum is not as large as full-scale. However, the

amplitudes of the first 20 or so harmonics of the blade passing
frequency agree relatively well between model and prototype,
which is most important.

Figure 7 compares model- and full-scale waveforms for the

case of r = 218 (m). direcdy behind the aircraft. For the model,

the angle below the rotor disk. 0, is about 18 degrees, which is

- : :_ O). ".--

compared to the closest available full-scale dam of 0=12.6 and

0=-23.0 degrees. Equation (7) esmnates a correction of about +25

dB. while dmt shown in Figure 7 is +17.5 dB. which do not agree
as well as for the previous case. Again, the +17.5 dB was

established by matching the amplitudes of the fundamental blade
passing frequency. Figure 7 shows that the most important

features of the prototype aconsdc waveform are reproduced in

model scale. Note the impulsive pan of both the model and
prototype waveforrns which is caused by the inflow velocity
defect discussed earLier.
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Figure 7. Comparison of (a) scaled-model acoustic waveforms
(present research), and Co) full-scale XV-15 acoustic waveforr_
(from Conner and Wellman. 1991).

4.1.4 Computational Tilt Rotor Hover Acoustics
Studies

Discrete hover noise calculations by Rudedge et al. (1991)
using WOPWOP incorporated a simple model for the inflow
velocity defect, which wu based on measurements taken on the
model. Good agreement was obtain_ with experiment both in the
acoustic level and direcrivity. The results aim showed that the
velocity defect caused the impulsive feature in the observed
acoustic wavefon'ns, providing fur_er evidence that the fountain
effect is a dominant noise mechanimn for hovering 6it rotors.

Broadband noise predictions were reported by George et al.
(1992). They used a modified method of Amiet (1989) to ,_,ount

for azimuthally and radially varying turbulence levels, as scaled
from measurements made on the model. The predictions were
within about 3 dB of experiment, and show that the high

broadband levels for tilt rotors in hover can also be explained by
the fountain recirculation.

4.2 Blade-Vortex Interaction (BVI) Noise

As discussed previously in this paper, blade-vortex

interaction noise is a major tilt rotor problem. Although severe
BVI occurs only over a portion of the tilt rotor or helicopter
operational envelope, when BVI does occur, it is highly

directional and dominates the acoustic pressure field.
Our recent work primarily treats the directionality of BVI

noise radiation. Subsomc BVI noise radiation can be considered

as composed of two main mechanisms: an unsteady net force
effect and the radiation cone effect. However, our recent f'mdi_gs
have indicated that the unsteady velocity effect can be important
as well. By understanding the direcuonality of BVI acoustic
mechanisms it can be betterinsured that acoustic energy is not

directed towards particularlysensitivearees or buildings. Itis



possible to control the directionality of acoustic radiation by a
wise choice of operating conditions. The tiltrotor flight

envelope allows a range of RPM/flap angle/nacelle angle
combinations to satisfy a single flight condition, (George et al,

1989). A proper choice of this combination could perhaps yield
large reductions in BVI sound radiation or change in directionality
at a minimal cost.The purpose of our study is to show that the
directionality of blade vortex interactions can be quite well

predicted by relating it to the blade-vortex intersection sources. A
careful investigation of the BVI parameters at these source
locations yields a beaer concept of how BVI noise is radiated and

possible noise reduction strategies.

4.2.1 Fundamental Mechanisms

The important sources of acoustic radiation emitted from
blade-vortex interactions can be classified into two categories;

unsteady net force radiation and Mach cone radiation. The
unsteady net force radiation is associated with the unsteady lift of
the blade surface, while the radiation cone effect is the result of a

force distribution moving at a supersonic velocity with respect to
the fluid. In addition to the general Lib dipole shape, the unsteady
net force effect shows only minor directionality effects due to

Doppler amplification, while the Mach cone/radiation cone effect
will be seen to be highly directional. This mechanism can be
identified in the work of Widnall (1971) where it was shown that

the component of the blade's Mach number me_ured along the

vortex, known as trace Mach number M v was the governing

parameter for sound radiation and directivity. For rotating blades,

M t is strongly dependent on the BVI interaction angle y, rotor's

advance ratio g, normalized blade radial position rB and azimuth

angle cpB. Ringlet et al. (1991) have shown that supersonic trace

Mach number can occur in rotor BVI during certain operating
conditions where radi•ted sound energy is focused in preferred
directions. A third source of BVI acoustic radiation we have

recently discovered is due to caustic effects in radiation. These

mechanisms are associated with unsteady velocity changes and

source path curvature, and can result in sound waves coalescing in
the far-field to form acoustic singularities. Such caustic effects
have been investigated by Myers and Farassat (1987) and Sire and

George (1993) for high-speed propeller noise, but not for rotor
BVI noise before this paper.

4.2.2 Math Cone/Radiation Cone Concept

This concept can be explained in a similarmanner to the

classicalMach cone explanation.Each blade segment affectedby

BVI can be considered as a moving source which generates a

signal.The signalemitted from the source moves away from the
point of emission at somc speed. If the sources are moving

steadilysupersonically,an envelope for each source is formed

whose shape isdescribedby the Mach cone. From general Mach

cone theory, the wavefront which is produced moves in the

directionof Mr=I. The directionof M r equals I is equally well

describedas the normal to a Mach cone surface,referredto as the

"radiationcone" in figure8a. This resultimplies thatthisblade

vortex interactionnoise mechanism ishighly directionaland that

its directionalityis predicted primarily by the radiation cone

(neglectingunsteady and diffractioneffects).
Lowson's equation (Lowson. 1965) for a moving dipole is

used to explain the basicmechanisms by Ringleret al.(1991).

I / sin0 I_FI 1
pOLO _ _ 'r

4m:r elem-ents _(l_Mr) 2 _" (8)

sinO/(1-Mr)2), a geometrical (spherical) decay function (W_)

=ll4r,.cr).and a source strengthfunction(S(_,t)= _ [OFIOt]).

All of these functions axe observer positioltdependent. Even

S(_,t) is a function of space since itis evaluated at the retarded

time. Neglecting the effectsof diffraction.S(_,t)can only have

two values atany instantin time for steady linearmotion; a finite

value if the observer ison the radiationcone, and zero for any
observer off the radiationcone.

Extensive discussion of results for acoustic radiation from

rotating hi•des undergoing BVI can be found in Ringler et al.
(1991). The directionality of blade-vortex interactions was
confirmed to be predicted by the radi•tion cone. High tip velocity
usually creates • maximum in the source sm.,ngthand •
M t intersection at or near the tip. This maximum source strength

coupled with the supersonic M t makes the radiation emitted near

the blade tip much more significant than the radiation which is

emitted from inboard locations. Since the blade velocity varies
with radial position, the trace Mach number M t will vary and thus,

the d_rectivity as well. Large M t values radiate acoustic energy

nearly perpendicular to the vortex line. At some radial location.

M t will generally equal 1, and the radiation cone is then oriented

directly along the vortex line. Thus the movement of the

intersection point along the blade can sometimes create changes
in directivity on the order of 90". Therefore in rotating
geomeme_ the direction of acoustic radiation willvary greatly as

the intersection point moves along the blade. Gene:_ly the most
intensesignalwillresultfrom the high blade M_h nmnber part of
the interaction.The importance result is that the directionof

maximum acoustic radiationcan be found a priorithrough the

Mach/radiation cone concept.
The som-ce su'ength was found to be remm'kably independent

of trace Mach number and was essentially the same for all
observers on the radiation cone (Ringler et aL, 1991). Variation
of sound pressure level fi'om point to point on the radiation cone
is primarily due to the directivityfunction. D(_), which i;s
governed by the dipole radiation and Doppler amplificationterm.
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where [ ] denotes evaluation at retarded time, and the 3"

corresponds to summing over all the blade elements. This

equation can now be broken into a directionality, function (D_) =

Figure 8. Sound propagation from supersonic sources for different

velocity and path settings.



Ringlet et at. applied the radiation cone concept to show
isolated regions of intense sound pressure levels, often referred to

as 'hotspots'. observed during X'V-15 fly-over tests (Golub et al..
1990). It was determined that at high nacelle angles, the acoustic
field was dominated by blade vortex inun_tctions. The results of

one test case are shown in figure 9. It is noteworthy that not only
was there a hot spot in this test (indicated by point B), but also
that the dB level falls off slowly in front of the alrcr_t. With

spherical spreading of the signal it would be expected that the
lines of constant dB would be closer together as one moved away

from the aircraft. This decay is not seen at all in front of the
aircraft in this test case. Therefore, this confnTns that highly

directional mechanisms produced this signal
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Figure 9. X'V-15 experimental results of a level flyover 250 ft

above ground plane. [VB=90 knots, tip-path-plane angle=5"]

(from Golub et ai., 1990). Hot spols are indicated by "A" and "B'.

By using a rigid wake model. Ringlet et al. studied the
instances where the rotor blade and the tip vortex interact to

produce supersonic trace Much numbers were delerntined. The
intersection of the radiation cones emitted by these sources and

the ground plane were found. Figure I0 shows the radiation cones
generated by the rotor tip for a tl_ee-bladed rotor system (in
clockwise rotation)during one blade passing period. A totalof

fivesupersonic inmractionswere found during one blade passing

period. Only inmraction #I (advancing side)and #5 (retreating

side)correspond to a blade interactingwith itsown wake. This

directivitypaaern indicatesthatthe majorityof the B'v[ energy is
beamed forward in front of the aircraft. The "hompots" seen in the

experimental results (labeled B in Figure 9) correlates well with
directivity prescribed by interaction #I, #3 and #4. Note that #3

has the largest M t of all the interactions.

4.2.3 Unsteady Velocity and Source Path Effect

Acoustic wave propagation is known to exhibit different far-
field behaviors under various conditions. These behaviors can be

caused by source acceleration or deceleration, curvature in path

geometry, or diffraction effects. It was shown that a Mach
cone/radiation cone is formed as a result of steady supersonic BVI

sources traveling on a straight trajectory (Mechanism 1) shown in

figure 8a. The Mach cone carries a substantially higher noise
disturbance as a result of multiple acoustic waves amving at the
same tune. An extension to this effect is to look at the acoustic

propagation when the velocity, is unsteady (Mechanism 2A and
2B) and when the source path is curved (Mechanism 3). Figure 8a,

8b, 8c and 8d illustrate the effect of these mechanisms on far-field

sound propagation. It is found that a combination of these factors
can lead to focused sound waves known as caustics. Location of

these caustics are critically dependent on the velocity of the
source and path curvature. Studies of such acousuc phenomenon

have been pedormed by Wanner et al. (1972) and Hotkin and

Canml (1976) _r sonic boom evaluauons.
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Figure 10. Intersection of radiation cones with ground plane for a

three-bladed rotor (from Ringler et al.. 1991). at the same

condition as figure 9 on the starborad side.

BVI noise sources can be isolated by tracing their interaction

geometry along the rotating blade. These sources can be treated as

sources (with varying strength) traveling along the blade-vortex
intersection trajectory at some trace Much number. For rota_g
blades, these sources typically have: (1) unsteady tra_ Much
number, and (2) source path curvature foUowing the vortex
trajectory. Source path curvature is simply a function of the
vortex geometry, advance ratio and blade azimuthal angle for a

rigid wake model. Figure 11 shows the BVI source locus for a

single-bladed rotor with advance ratio of 0.196 at 5" blade
rotation azimuth increments. The rotor wake is assumed to be

rigid and trails from the tip. The blade azimuth angle and trace
Much number corresponding to each source after 1 complete blade

revolution is presented in Table 2. Two distinct regions of BVI
noise sources can be observed: advancing side (AI-AII) and

retreating side (RI-RID) of the rotor. Both sets of BVI have
supersonic M t at some source positions. Trace Much number on

retreating side BVI decreases rapidly from a supersonic to a
subsonic value and increases again later. The advancing side BVI

tends not to show the same behavior and M t is always decreasing

but at a slower rate than the retreating side BVI.

A!

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

AIO

All

ADVANCING

t¢B Mt

60.0" 1.461

65.0" 1.383

7O.O" 1.289

75.0" 1.175

80.0" 1.043

85.0" 0.894

90.0" 0.739

95.0" 0.589

100.0' 0.457

105.0" 0.348

110.0" 0.262

RETREATING

q_B Mt

R1 325" 1.076

R2 330" 0.761

R3 335" 0.632

R4 340" 0.570

R5 345" 0.544

R6 350" 0.541

R7 355' 0.559

R8 360" 0.600

R9 365" 0.669

RIO 370" 0.780

Table 2. BVI source locations and corresponding trace Mach

numbers for a one-bladed rotor after one revolution. Rotor nacelle

angle is 85" and advance ratio is 0.196. (Max. Mt=1.475 @ 59"

[Advancing], Max. Mt=1.483 @ 22.5" [Retreating]).
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Figure 11. Location of BVI sources for a smgle-bleded rotor in a

blade-fixed coordinate. [_t=0.196, VB=86.8 knots, tip-path-plane

angle=5"]. The sources' trace Mach numb_ m'e given in table 2.

Based on the calculated BVI source locus and trace Mach
number, it is found that caustics are formed in the rotor sound field
due to Mechanisms 1, 2B or 3. Mechanism 2A is not significant

because no BVI sources are accelerating at supersonic M t. Figure

12 shows the position of BVI source-gmmrated sound waves in the

rotor disc plane after one complete blade revolution for both

advancing and retreating side BVI. Of primary interest to us is the
directivity of the advancing side interections because they have
generally higher intensity than the retreating side interactions.

BVI sources with supersonic M t are observed between blade

azimuth angle ranging from 60" to 80". Acoustic directivity from
these sources can be attributed to Mechanism 1. The radiation

cones generate symmetrical "hotslx_ts" indicated by location (D
and (H) forward of the rotor on figure 12. These "hotspets"

account for the slow acoustic decay forward-halve of the rotor as
shown in figure 9. Positions of these radiation cone-generated
"hotspots" are traced by interaction #1 on figure I0. Effects of

unsteady velocity also project intense acoustic disturbances at
location (HI) in front of the rotor. This hot spot can be explained
by Mechanism 2B avd is due to the deceleration effects of the BVI

sources from supersonic to subsonic M t. Although the BVI

parameters are not identical, the emergence of (ITI) in the rotor
disc-plane corresponds with '_ompot" B observed on figure 9 for
ground observers.

Acoustic radiation from the retreating side BVI exhibits
sound focusing effects at location (IV). This is also due to the

effect of decelerating M t from supersonic to subsonic state

associated with Mechanism 2B. The hot spot generated by
retreating side BVI corresponds with the region of high intensity

occurring at the rotor sides on figure 9 and is represented by

interaction #5 on figure 10. It is also noticed that a region of
converging sound waves can be seen at location (IV) due to
accelerating (subsonic) trace Math numbers. However, they do

not result in causdc generation.
Wave focusing effect due to Mechanism 3 is not significant

for this rotor case. This is due to the relatively straight trajectory

the supersonic M t sources are distributed at high advance ratio.

However, it is speculated that this mechanism will gain
importance for low advance ratio flight conditions where the
vortex trajectories have more curvature.

5.0 NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

A new surge of interest in rotor acoustics, partly inspired by

the NASAJAHS National Rotorcraft Noise Reduction Program,
has spawned many efforts to quieting V/STOL aircraft (Childress,

1991). This has increased understanding of many noise
mechanisms. It is recognized that noise reduction is closely
related to noise prediction. As we have seen. a variety of sources
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can be of practical importance for helicopters and we need to
know which ones are dominant and how they depend upon design
and operming parameters in order to be able to reduce them.

The velocity dependence of all rotor noise mechanisms is

very strong and as a result a primary noise reduction technique is a
reduction in rotor tip speed. This reduces rotational noise due to

slower source motion, reduces random noise by reducing loadings
due to velocity fluctuations, and reduces high Mech number effects
by reducing advancing blade Mech number. However, tip speed

reduction is limited by adverse effects on helicopter performance

and an autorotative capability. Other general noise reduction
techniques involve reduced disc loading, changes in blade number
and blade geometry. However. some of these pararneten can have

opposite effects on different mechanisms. For example, an
increased number of identical blades can increase turbulent inflow

noise (George, 1974) but reduce and raise the frequencies of the
rotational noise. Thus, trade-offs must be made based on

knowledge of which noise mechanisms are dominant for the
particular rotorcra&

10.00

Figure 12. In-plane sound propagation from BVI sources

illustrated in figure 11 after one blade revolution. Advancing side
BVI noise is propagated further than retreating side BVI noise.
"Hotspots" are marked by (I), (II), (l_ and (IV).

In particular, designing mmrs to minimize BVI noise has
been challenging. It has been realized that BVI noise can be

affected noticeably by design changes. Hardin and Laml_ (1986)

have identified four main parameters, (incoming vortex strength,

blade lift, blade curvature and vortex-blede miss distance), that are
plausible subjects of control for BVI noise reduction. In addition
we have shown that BVI trace Mach number and its variation is

important. Aixfofl shape is also known to affect transonic BVI
(Lyrintzis, 1991). Another approach is to modify the rotor tip

region in such a way as to diffuse the tip's trailing vortex and
hence reduce the impulsive forces and sound (Schmitz, 1991).

Techniques invesugated include Tip Air Mass Injection (TAMI)

system, spoilers, taper tips, split tips, ogee tips, subwings etc.
(Mantay et al., 1977 and Hoad, 1979). Recent studies by Lee
(1993) have suggested possible far-field noise reduction using a
porous leading edge. Brooks (1993) has shown promising results
for a Variable Impedanc, e3Resonauce blade and a forward swept

planform blade. Another viable method for minimizing BVI noise

is Higher Harmonic Control (HHC). Brooks et al. (1990) and

Splettstoeaser et al. (1990) have demonstrated that a suitably

phased input of higher harmonic excitation through cyctic pitch
conuoi can cause a reduction in BVI noise. Such a system allows
control of the blade angle of attack, and thus its lift and trailed



vortexstrength,atanyazimuthanglethroughoutbladerouuion.
However,in spiteof til th_pastresearch,it isstilldifficultto
obtain large red_tior_ in BVI noise, except by reduced tip speed
and the use of a larger number of blades which makes the BVI
noise weaker but more frequenL

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

As we have seen, helicopter noise research is making

progress. Knowledge of basic source mechanisms which controt
rotornoise isgrowing, although itis farfrom complete.

For tiltrotorsin hover, significantprogress has been made

in understanding and predicting the aerodynamics and
aeroacoustics related to the rotor/airfxame interference. At

Comell. important parameters describing the rotor/airframe
interaction flows have been identified, and scaring laws have been
developed to relate our scale model mea_n'ements to prototype.
Our meuuramants have sho_rt that the fountain flow is three-
dimensional, unsteady, and highly turbulent. This flow is

characterized by large scale, low frequency, semi-coherent

velocity fluctuations. Some results from these experimental
studies have been successfully used to calculate noise caused by
(1) the velocity defect over the mrcr_'s wings and (2) the high

turbulence levels m the fountain reingestlon zone. These acoustic
features are also reproduced reasonably well in our experimental
model. Some future work will include evduatm 8 the aeroaooustic
effects of configuration changes on the model, and developing
more detailedaerodynamic models for noise prediction,

In addition, our BVI study at Cornell has identified three
m_ that affect B VI noise directivity. These mechanisms
are: (I) the radiation cone effect due to _tpersonic trace Mach

number. (2) the unsteady trace Mach number effect and (3) the path
curvature effect. (Only the f'u'st two were shown in our sample
case.) A super_ulc trace Mach number (and its rate of change)
seems to be the most important factor governing BVI noise
directivity. Future developments will include extending our
current understanding for out-of-plane noise and multiple-bladed

rotors. A prescribed wake model is also under development to
compliment these BVI noise predictions.
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Abstract

To improve the acousticcharacteristicsof tiltrotor aircraft,the dominant noisemechanisms must

be understood. Towards this goal, a method was developed to identifyand predict the dominant

broadband noise mechanism of a hovering tilt rotor. Predictions are presented for a range of az-

imuthai observer locations and polar observer angles and are compared to NASA full scale tilt rotor

hover noise data. Comparisons between experiment and prediction indicate that the polar and az-

imuthal directionality trends are captured. The predicted sound spectrum levels are generally within

5 dB of the experiment. The results of this study indicate that the highly turbulent recirculating

fountain flow is the dominant broadband noise mechanism for a tilt rotor aircraft in hover.

1 Introduction

This paper will report on some important progress in understanding and predicting the dominant

source of broadband noise generated by a hovering tilt rotor aircraft. This mechanism has been identified

as unsteady lift on the rotor blades generated by the reingestion of the highly turbulent recirculating

fountain flow. t Experiments were conducted on a twelfth scale model tilt rotor in hover mode in order

to characterize the unsteadiness, turbulence intensity, integral scale, and spatial extent of the fountain

flow. The results of our experimental study (Coffen et al., 1991) are used as input to a modified version

of Amiet's noise prediction code (Amiet, 1989). Several analytical techniques are available for predicting

the broadband noise due to rotor interaction with a turbulent inflow field: Homicz and George (1974),

George and Kim (1977), and Amiet (1976). Amiet's method is used as a starting point because it is

the only analysis which can be modified to account for azimuthally varying inflow turbulence. This

analysis also accounts for blade-to-blade correlations, includes rapid distortion theory (not used in the

current study), and has been shown to accurately predict turbulence ingestion noise in previous studies

(Amiet, 1976; Simonich et al., 1989). Of special interest to the celebration of Professor W. R. Sears'

80th birthday is Amiet's use of the classical Sears function (Sears, 1939) as the airfoil response function

to turbulent inflow.

The fundamental geometry of the tilt rotor aircraft, shown in figure 1, consists of prop-rotors mounted

on tiltable nacelles which are located at or near the tips of a fixed (non-tilting) wing. The prop-rotor is

sufficiently large so that the benefits of low disk loading are gained for efficient hover flight. The prop-

rotor is designed to provide the desired performance balance between the axial-flow hover requirement

and the axial-flow airplane mode requirement (Rosenstein and Clark, 1983; McVeigh et al., 1983; Paisley,

1987). Tilt rotor aircraft are being seriously considered as future commercial transports. Their unique

design allows them to take-off and land vertically (or with very short ground rolls) then convert into

*Assistant Research Engineer
t Professor of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
1Discrete noise prediction techniques, hover flow characterization and visualization, and blade vortcx interaction noise

are discussed in Coffen and George (1990), Coffen et al. (1991), Rutledge et al. (1991), Coffen (1992), and George ctal.

(1992).



conventional airplane mode for cruise. The need for only small verti-ports in strategic locations, such

as near city centers, make the tilt rotor's use very attractive. The limiting factors for tilt rotor aircraft
commercialization include cost, safety, the existence of verti-ports, and noise. Clearly, with the possibility

of operating close to densely populated areas, it is imperative that the tilt rotor's noise radiation be

acceptable to the public.
The importance of tilt rotor acoustics makes it vital to better understand the noise mechanisms. In

addition to exhibiting most of the noise mechanisms of a conventional helicopter, the tilt rotor is also

affected by other noise mechanisms. The tilt rotor introduces a number of unique prop-rotor/airframe

aerodynamic interactions that result in important noise and performance problems. Fortunately, tilt

rotors can be operated with more degrees of freedom than helicopters and thus may have more potential

for operational noise reductions (George et al., 1989). Minimizing the acoustic signal can be accomplished

in two ways: by reduction in the strength of the basic mechanisms, and by understanding and then

controlling the strong directionality of the observed radiation. Improved understanding of tilt rotor

noise will aid in minimizing noise radiation for the existing tilt rotor and help determine the proper

design changes for future generations of tilt rotor aircraft.

2 Tilt Rotor Fountain Effect

The operational configuration of a hovering tilt rotor aircraft is such that the presence of the wing

and fuselage beneath the rotor strongly affects the aerodynamics by introducing complex unsteady

recirculating flows. Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of this fountain flow while figure 2 is an

actual photo from a flow visualization study conducted on a one-twelfth scale model tilt rotor (Coffen

et al., 1991). The wing and fuselage provide a partial ground plane in the near wake which causes the

development of an inboard-bound spanwise flow over the wing and fuselage surface. At the aircraft's

longitudinal plane of symmetry, the opposing flows collide, producing an unsteady '_fountain flow" with
upward velocity components. This fountain flow, characterized by higher than ambient turbulence

intensity levels and smaller integral scale, is then reingested by the rotors, resulting in azimuthally

varying inflow turbulence levels. The interaction of the rotors with this highly turbulent spatially non-
uniform flow causes significant broadband noise which is radiated preferentially to the rear of the aircraft

(the direction of motion as the blade passes through the fountain).

3 Summary of Amiet's Method

Amiet's method for predicting noise generated by turbulent flow into a rotor has been documented

previously in the literature (Amiet, 1975; Amiet, 1976; Amiet, 1989). The following is a summary of

tile theory involved in the method and includes a brief description of the implementation of the classical
Sears function. Initially, Amiet*s analysis was applied to the case of an airfoil convecting rectilinearly

through a turbulent flow field (Amiet, 1975). Amiet later extended this analysis to include the effects of

the rotary motion of an airfoil (propeller or rotor blade) (Amiet, 1976). In this study, Amiet's method
was further modified in order to account for azimuthally varying inflow turbulence.

3.1 Airfoil in Rectilinear Motion

An airfoil passing through a turbulent flow field experiences an unsteady loading due to the fluctuating

airfoil angle of attack. This unsteady loading translates into unsteady surface pressures which propagate
to the far field as noise. Amiet's analysis assumes that a vertical gust convects perpendicular to the

leading edge of a flat plate airfoil. Linearized theory is assumed throughout the analysis. When the

gust impinges on the airfoil, a surface dipole distribution is induced to oppose the gust flow and satisfy
the condition of no flow through the airfoil surface. This surface dipole distribution creates a pressure

jump across the upper and lower surfaces which acts as an effective distributed force on the airfoil. The



far-fieldnoise can be calculated by noting that a force imposed by the fluid produces a dipole pressure

field response (acoustic sources). These acoustic dipole sources are equal in strength to the force induced

on the airfoil by the convecting turbulent gusts. Amiet's analysis provides an expression for the far-field

acoustic power spectral density in terms of the turbulence velocity spectrum and the airfoil response

function. The product of these two functions can be described as the transfer function between the
turbulent inflow velocity fluctuations and the far-field acoustics:

(1)

3.2 Airfoil Response Functions: The Sears Function

Tile rotor blades' unsteady lift response to an incident gust is the fundamental source of the turbulence

ingestion noise mechanism. At low Mach number and reduced frequency, the Sears function can be used

with good accuracy (an alternate response function is used for larger values of Mach number and reduced

frequency). Amiet shows that the effective lift,/_, can be expressed as:

( w..._.y_ 1 (It,#),_I(M)( (Mk_:x _ (Mk_z_E x,k,:,eocr/=-_S -_ e° JOk. b---_-l-iJ,\b--_.].] (2)

In this expression, S is the classical Sears function described in the following: Sears and Keuthe (1939),

Von K£rm_.n and Sears (1938), and Sears (1940). This application demonstrates the practical impor-
tance of Sears' work on unsteady flow problems. A numerical calculation of this analysis would not

be possible without the groundwork provide by Sears and others in understanding the fundamentals of

airfoil response to unsteady flows. One should also note that while there are several different techniques

for calculating turbulence ingestion noise, the methods of Homicz and George (1974), and George and

Kim (1977) also make use of the Sears function in their respective analyses.

3.3 Airfoil in Rotary Motion

A fundamental difference between Amiet's method and the other noted methods is that the rotary

motion of the blade element is approximated as a series of rectilinear motions. Two effects cause the

observer fixed instantaneous sound spectrum of a rotating source to vary periodically in time. First, the

orientation of the source radiation directivity relative to a fixed observer changes as the blade rotates.

This causes the spectrum amplitude to modulate at the rotor rotational frequency. Second, the retarded

time effects, due to the source alternately moving away and towards the observer, cause an alternate

compression and dilation of the time scale of the signal. Finding the exact spectrum of a broadband

noise signal modified in these two ways would be difficult. An approximation can be made by assuming

that the frequencies of interest are much greater than the rotor rotational frequencies. The rotor rotation

period, T, is divided into short time segments, AT. A spectrum is calculated for each time segment

during which it is assumed that the rotor blade is moving rectilinearly. These "instantaneous" spectra

are averaged resulting in a spectrum which is the equivalent of the output of a constant bandwidth

spectrum analyzer that has insufficient resolution to display the rotation harmonics. The technique for

calculating the azimuthally averaged spectrum of a rotating source modeled by rectilinear motion is
described in Amiet (1976) and Schlinker and Amiet (1981) with the result expressed as:

1 _o 2_ w= (3)

Equation (3) is used with equation (1) to predict the far-field acoustics of turbulence ingestion noise.



4 Calculation Procedure (Modified Amiet's Method)

Amiet's method can be used to calculate the noise due to azimuthally varying turbulence because the

analysis makes the rectilinear motion approximation. In the numerical implementation, the blade span
is discretized into segments and the blade rotation is reduced to a series of rectilinear motions which

approximate the rotary trajectory of the blade. Spatial variations were implemented by associating

appropriate turbulence characteristics with each blade segment and azimuthal location. The implemen-
tation requires keeping track of where the observer is located with respect to the motion of the blade and

the blade's azimuthal location, because the Doppler amplification factor changes as the blade rotates

towards and away from the observer. This relationship determines the azimuthal directionality of the
broadband noise as the observer's location relative to the blade as it passes through the high levels of

turbulence in the fountain flow determines the relative amplitude of the broadband noise.

The azimuthally varying turbulence was defined in such a way as to approximate the measured

spatial variations in turbulence properties measured in the one-twelfth scale model experiments. Figure 3

indicates the spatial variations in turbulence level in the inflow field. The contour levels are the measured

quantity _/(u '_"+ v '2 + wn)/3 and are only useful to identify the spatial extent of the highly turbulent

recirculating flow. The vertical gust component of the turbulence, w _, which causes the unsteady blade

loading, was not directly deduced from this data as the measurements also include the fluctuating velocity
due to the potential flow generated by the blade passing underneath the hot wire probe. However, the

yellow and green shading clearly indicates a region of highly turbulent inflow which the rotor blade
encounters as it rotates towards the rear of the aircraft.

4.1 Turbulence Spectra

Amiet's method assumes that the turbulence velocity spectrum, _w_(k_, k_, k_), is related to E(k),

the Von K£rmfin energy spectrum as function of the magnitude of the wave vector, k, by

(• _w(k_,k_ kz) - E(k) 1- (4)
, 41rk 2 k 2 ]

The accuracy of the Von K£rm£n energy spectrum vis-a-vis the actual inflow turbulence is an impor-

tant assumption in predicting thc acoustic spectra. This assumption was examined by comparing an

experimentally obtained fountain turbulence spectrum to the Von K£rm£n spectrum as follows: The
longitudinal spectrum of the turbulence, Fll(k), for the one-twelfth scale model was obtained from the

power spectral density of the inflow which was measured with a hot wire placed in the highly turbu-

lent region over the wing. Assuming isotropic turbulence, the energy spectrum is related to the the

longitudinal spectrum by:

1 d

Integrating twice with respect to k and setting the constants of integration to zero gives an analytical

expression for the longitudinal spectrum based on the Von K£rm£n energy spectrum. Figure 4 is a

comparison between the experimental data and the Von K£rm£n spectrum and exhibits good agreement
for wave numbers less than 103m -1. One should note that the discrete peaks in the experimental spectra

are related to the blade passing frequencies and are caused by the potential field of the rotating blade. In

calculating Fll (k) for the Von K£rm_n spectrum, the rms turbulence velocity is obtained by integrating
the area under the experimentally obtained Fll(k) of inflow velocity and the turbulent length scale is

assumed to be equal to the chord of the rotor blade. For the purposes of the XV-15 acoustic predictions

presented below, w' in the reingestion area of the rotor disk is assumed to scale from the one-twelfth scale

experiment with the rotor disk area averaged convection velocity, W. This velocity is calculated from
the known thrust of the XV-15 in hover, and is calculated from inflow measurements in the experiment.

The turbulence length scale is assumed to scale with blade chord length. For regions of the rotor disk



not in thereingestionzone,representativeatmosphericturbulenceisassumed:theintegralscaleis taken
to be90%of thehoverheightandthetins turbulencevelocityisgiventhetypicalvalueof I m/s.

5 Predicted Spectra

Predicted and measured noise spectra are presented in figures 6 - 9 for four polar observer angles.

Each of these figures has curves for experiment 2 and prediction for three azimuthal observer locations:

front, side, and rear aircraft acoustics (see figure 5 for directionality definitions). These predictions are

in good agreement with the experimental data as both the polar and azimuthal directionality trends

are captured. The predicted spectrum levels are generally within 5 dB of experiment with tile following

exceptions: The front acoustic predictions are 5 - 15 dB low over a portion of the spectrum for the
7.2 °, 12.7 °, and 23 ° polar angle observer locations. The part of the spectrum where the predictions do

,lot agree increases for lower aircraft hover heights (smaller polar angles). At these lower hover heights,
there may be some recirculation due to the ground plane which would increase the ambient turbulence

intensities above the 1 m/s assumed for the predictions, and result in higher than predicted noise levels.
One should note that the low frequency discrete noise is due to the mean flow of the fountain and is

not treated in this paper. Analysis and predictions of discrete noise due to the fountain mean flow are

presented in Coffen and George (1990), Rutledge et al. (1991), and Coffen (1992).

The good agreement between the predictions and experimental data indicate that the highly turbulent
recirculating fountain flow has been correctly identified as the dominant broadband noise mechanism for

a hovering tilt rotor. The predictions capture the azimuthal directionality trends; the levels are higher
for an observer behind the aircraft with the levels decreasing as the observer location is moved around

the aircraft to the front. The effect of azimuthally varying turbulence characteristics on the noise

directionality is further illustrated in figure 9 which has a prediction based on uniform atmospheric

turbulence (labeled Uniform Turbulence). This prediction underpredicts the noise levels by 10 - 25
dB depending on frequency and is independent of azimuthal observer location. The azimuthal variations

in noise levels can be explained by aeroacoustic theory which shows that the noise is amplified in the
direction that the source is moving (Lowson, 1965). Because the blade is moving towards the rear of

the aircraft as it passes through this highly turbulent region, noise is radiated preferentially to the rear

with levels decreasing to a minimum at the front of the aircraft where the btadcs are moving away from

the observer as they pass through the reingestion zone.

6 Conclusion

Modifications to Amiet's method of predicting turbulence ingestion noise have resulted in a means

of predicting broadband rotor noise generated by azimuthally varying inflow turbulence. For the results

presented here, the azimuthal variations are based on one-twelfth scale model tilt rotor hover experi-
ments. Noise predictions based on this method compare well, both levels and trends, with full scale

hover acoustics tests conducted by NASA on the XV-15. The good correlation between these broad-

band predictions and experiment indicates that the highly turbulent, reingested inflow is the dominant
broadband noise mechanism for a hovering tilt rotor. As alluded to previously, these strong directional

dependences can be taken advantage of to minimize the aircraft's operational noise annoyance. The pilot

should operate the aircraft such that the rear of the aircraft faces away from areas that would be most

adversely affected by the noise.
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Appendix: List of Symbols

semi-chord

semi-span

sound speed
ambient fluid density

free stream velocity

mean convection velocity through the rotor

Cartesian components of rrns velocity
Bessel functions of the first kind

magnitude of wave number vector
Cartesian wave numbers of turbulence

effective lift

free stream Mazh number
Math number of the source relative to the observer

Math number of the source relative to the ambient fluid

PSD of far field sound

Sears function

observer location with respect to the rotor hub

chordwise, spanwise, and normal Cartesian coordinates

4;- M2
_/_ + _2(,j_+ _2)
circular frequency

Doppler shifted frequency

azimuthal angle
velocity spectrum of turbulence

\ton K£rm£n energy spectrum of turbulence

longitudinal velocity spectrum of turbulence

(1 - _)tnM + Ztn(1 + fl) - In2
unit vector from the observer to the retarded source



Figure1:Schematicof thehovermodewake/flowpatterns(McVeighet al.,1988).

Figure2: Computerenhanceddigitizedphotoofthefountainflow.Vieweris infrontofthemodellooking
downthefuselage.Heliumfilledsoapbubblesareinjectedoverthecenterofthewingontherotor/rotor
axis.Thisillustratesthespanwiseflow,fountainheightandrecirculation.1/2secondexposuretime.
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Figure 5: Schematic of observer locations for the predictions and experiment.
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aircraft acoustics, 0 = 23.00 (200' hover height). Lines are experiment, symbols are prediction. The
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